
BlackBerry® Docs To Go is an all-in-one enterprise document solution that streamlines mobile editing. It allows you to securely create, edit and format 

Microsoft Word documents, Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and Microsoft PowerPoint presentations – as well as view PDF files – straight from your device.

Manage Documents On the Go, Even When Offline 
Unlike office editing tools that rely on connectivity, BlackBerry Docs To Go lets you 
take care of your editing needs anytime, anywhere – even when offline. 

Open files from BlackBerry Docs To Go and other integrated BlackBerry enterprise 

apps to make quick changes for any business purpose, whether to collaborate on 

projects with colleagues, make a quick inventory change to an Excel sheet, or fix a 

slide on a PowerPoint presentation before a meeting. 

With BlackBerry Docs To Go, you no longer have to wait to get to a desktop to 

manage documents. Last-minute changes are now possible with just a few taps 

on your device.
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Today's mobile workforce wants a quick, easy way to 

create and edit documents on the go--without limitations. 

The ability to make last-minute changes is crucial, 

especially for meetings and presentations. But 

enterprises are concerned that mobile document editing 

threatens corporate data. 

Experience Desktop-Like Capabilities
BlackBerry Docs To Go offers desktop-like features that allow you to take 

document edits beyond simple text modifications. You can change formats, redo 

and undo changes at any time, format characters with rich text, and use the find-

and-replace feature to make quick changes to large files. 

BlackBerry Docs To Go makes preparing for important off-site meetings easy. You 

can quickly rearrange a Microsoft PowerPoint slideshow, rehearse and even 

choose to make the presentation straight from your device.
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Organize Documents in One Place
BlackBerry Docs To Go keeps enterprise files separate from personal files while giving you quick access to documents created in the app –  as well as 

documents stored in other BlackBerry enterprise apps. For easy navigation and quick edits, tabs organize your documents by file type (all, doc, xls, ppt).

Keep Data Secure 
BlackBerry Docs To Go is part of BlackBerry Secure, a comprehensive endpoint-to-endpoint approach to security. BlackBerry Docs To Go is built on 

BlackBerry®  Dynamics, the gold standard for mobile security, so IT can maintain control of enterprise data while edits are made. Your data is stored in 

a secure document container and protected with military-grade AES encryption in transit and at rest, eliminating the threat of data leakage. 
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BlackBerry is securing a connected world, delivering innovative 

solutions across the entire mobile ecosystem and beyond. We 

secure the world’s most sensitive data across all end points – 

from cars to smartphones – making the mobile-first enterprise 

vision a reality. Founded in 1984 and based in Waterloo, 

Ontario, BlackBerry operates offices in North America, Europe, 

Middle East and Africa, Asia Pacific and Latin America. The 

Company trades under the ticker symbols “BB” on the Toronto 

Stock Exchange and “BBRY” on the NASDAQ. For more 

information, visit www.blackberry.com.




